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Abstract. Team description papers of magmaOffenburg are incremen-
tal in the sense that each year we address a different topic of our team
and the tools around our team. In this year’s team description paper
we address our approach to learn a model free walk with Nao toe using
genetic algorithms.

1 Introduction

Utilizing toes of a humanoid robot is difficult for various reasons, one of which
is that inverse kinematics is overdetermined with the introduction of toe joints.
Nevertheless, a number of robots with either passive [1, 2] or active toe joints
[3–5] have been developed. Recent work shows considerable progress on learning
model-free behaviors using genetic learning [6] for kicking with toes and deep
reinforcement learning [7, 8] for walking without toe joints. In this work we show
that toe joints can significantly improve the walking behavior of a simulated Nao
robot and can be learned model-free.

2 Approach

Learning is performed in the SimSpark simulator using a 24 DoF simulated Nao
robot shown in Figure 1. Head joints and, for most experiments, arm joints have
been excluded from learning. For an initial proof of concept, we used only three
of the seven leg joints per leg to keep the dimensionality low, but as one might
expect, the results of learning runs with the full seven produced much faster and
more dynamic walks (though both resulted in working walk behaviors).

The fitness function subtracts a penalty for falling from the walked distance
in x-direction in meters. There is also a penalty for the maximum deviation
in y-direction reached during an episode, weighted by a factor. In practice, the
values chosen for fallenPenalty and factor were usually 3 and 2 respectively.

fitness = distanceX − fallenPenalty − (maxY ∗ factor) (1)

Genes encode angles and angular speeds for each joint over four to eight
keyframes, as well as the duration between keyframes. In case of four keyframes,
this results in 180 parameters to learn if arms are included. With these param-
eters, the robot learns a single step and mirrors the movement to get a double
step.



Fig. 1. Joint model (left), wire model (center) and rendered model (right) of the Nao
robot.

3 Results

Experiments were run with 200 individuals over 200 generations with 10 over-
sampling runs per robot to average out non-determinism. The overall runtime
of each such learning run is 2.5 days on our hardware.

Figure 2 shows a sequence of images for a learned step. The behavior reaches
a speed of 1.3 m/s compared to the 1.0 m/s of our model-based walk and 0.96
m/s for a walk behavior learned on the Nao robot without toes. The learned
walk with toes is less stable, however, and shows a fall rate of 30% compared to
2% of the model-based walk.

Fig. 2. Movement sequence of a learned walk behavior with toes.

With only minor modifications to the fitness function, we were also able
to learn a backwards walk and a turn behavior. The learned backwards walk
achieves a speed of 1.03 m/s, which is significantly faster than the 0.67 m/s
of its model-based counterpart, while falling 15% more often. The learned turn
behavior is only about half as stable, while not showing any significant speed
improvement.
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